Leasing Return to Pre-Pandemic Levels but Pricing Doesn’t
By Erik Sherman

Many commercial real estate professionals have
wanted to know when business would return to
normal. But the problem with questions is the
answers you can get. According to a new report from
lease accounting software vendor LeaseQuery, the
new normal may be previous levels of leases being
signed but at post-pandemic prices.
The data comes from an analysis of “more than
2,000 companies’ lease liabilities,” which needs a
caveat because there is no telling how many actual
leases that covers or whether the businesses are
nationally representative. Also, leases can be for
equipment, not just buildings and land. At the
same time, perfect information in business is rare
and often you must work with what you can get.

footprint for the future, they will do so with new priorities
of flexibility and diversification, but most will not disappear
from the map altogether.”
Or, as the report says, “Lease-type trends make clear that
the headlines around the death of the office or storefront
are greatly exaggerated…for now.” In other words, leasing
levels are more likely back to pre-pandemic levels at the
moment, not necessarily going forward, and much might
depend on what rebalancing happens in the market. About
11% of office space leasing comes up for renewal in 2022
says LeaseQuery, quoting figures from JLL.
There may be a growth in leases as companies decide
to stray from owning property as a way of gaining more
flexibility going forward. There are some sectors—
banking (+23%), energy (+51%), financial services (+27%),
healthcare (+32%), higher education (+92%), professional
services (+22%), and restaurants (+65%)—that are
expanding their building leasing.
Others—logistics and transportation (-10%), manufacturing
(-12%), and retail (-11%)—that are either flat or dropping
leases.

“Across most organization types … the average
number of leases has returned to or exceeded prepandemic levels—signaling impressive resilience in
the face of unprecedented challenges,” the report
notes.
However, this is news that property owners, operators,
and investors will need to manage around, because
there’s a big caveat.
“Headlines around the death of the office or storefront
have been greatly exaggerated,” Vice President of
Accounting Jennifer Booth said in prepared remarks.
“But with hundreds of million square feet of office
space expiring this year, we are only in the early days
of the great reshuffle. As companies consider their

It might be that categories from one take space from the
other, but that may be wishful thinking. The facility needs in
banking, financial service, and so forth can be significantly
different from the categories shedding leases.
In terms of pricing, many companies face high levels of
inflation and reconsideration of how much space they
truly need versus using more flex and work-from-home
solutions. That gives them motivation to negotiate hard or
look for cheaper replacement space.
Plus, as the report reminds, new accounting rules go into
place that will push leasing obligations onto balance sheets
where once they were off. According to LeaseQuery, that
can mean a 21% of lease liabilities hitting balance sheets,
something that executives, and investors, will be loath to
see.
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SVN | Imperial Realty Welcomes Taylor Henry as Summer Intern
SVN | Imperial Realty is excited to welcome Taylor Henry as our Summer 2022
Intern. She is currently in the process of obtaining her BBA in Real Estate from
Temple University’s Fox School of Business and is expecting to graduate in May
2023. She is an active member of the Temple Real Estate Organization. Taylor
is a Bethlehem native and graduate from Liberty High School. She has over six
years of experience in customer service and sales as a server and host in the
restaurant industry. Taylor hopes to use this experience to apply her knowledge
from classes and further dive into the CRE world.

Advantages to Choosing the Right 3PL and Transportation Broker
By Amy Hawley, SIOR and Westgate Global Logistics

The availability of warehouse space is extremely limited, and rental rates for industrial space have increased
significantly. Market conditions have necessitated the need for companies to become more flexible with how
they are going to solve their industrial space requirements. There are a few short-term solutions that can give
the end-users time to find a suitable facility for their long-term needs. While many companies have looked
for storage trailers to keep on their properties for excess inventory, the availability has declined, and they are
nearly impossible to find. As a result, now is more important than ever to consider the implementation of a
contract with a Third-Party Logistics Service provider. The utilization of a 3PL provides an outlet for overflow
inventory, giving manufacturers and distributors the ability to maximize and efficiently use space within their
primary facility. A 3PL can also provide material handling services that can alleviate labor shortages that a
manufacturer/distributor may be experiencing. Use of an outside warehouse facility that is operated by a 3PL
can enable the manufacturer/distributor to contract and expand on an as needed basis. Some 3PL’s can offer
additional services that the manufacturer may only need on a seasonal basis. For instance, the utilization of
pick and pack services from a 3PL provider could potentially lower labor costs for a manufacturer. Ultimately,
the implementation of a 3PL contract can provide significant savings to the customer.
Additionally, connecting with a reliable transportation broker can equate to considerable
time savings, allowing employees to concentrate on more important daily tasks for
their companies. A transportation broker coordinates and implements a logistics plan,
offering the right mode of transport to meet the needs of shipping companies. The
broker works with trucking companies that have a proven track record of dependability
and leverages those relationships to negotiate pricing based on current market
conditions. Whether the need is Truckload, LTL, Intermodal or Expedited,
the broker arranges for the transport while communicating, tracking and
ensuring timely delivery of freight. Another advantage of partnering with a
transportation broker is assistance with claims. When freight is damaged or
lost by a carrier, it is typically a painful process for shipping companies to
endure. Transportation brokers have experience in managing the claim process
from the initial submission of the necessary documentation to communicating
throughout on the status of the claim, and ensuring the full settlement
value is received by the customer. When industrial space availability is a
scarce commodity, realtors have often teamed up with Third-Party Logistics
Service providers and transportation brokers to help fulfill the needs of their
industrial clients. This creative collaboration of advisory services results in
optimum results for our clients.
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F E AT U R E D P R O P E R T I E S

STATE ROUTE 903 This 40-acre land parcel
is zoned Commercial and ideal for retail,
recreation/entertainment, restaurants,
banks, auto repair, and other service-based
commercial uses. Property abuts a 67-acre
parcel zoned residential, and an 18-acre
parcel planned for hotel and gas station
development.
Call Ray Starner 484-245-1017 or
Steve Wilson 484-245-1021

439 US HIGHWAY 202 7.27 acre approved
development site for Fairfield Inn &
adjacent restaurant on busy Rt. 202 in
Raritan, NJ. Improved land - 75% complete.
Sewer capacity and township approvals
completed. Architectural drawings available.
Call Gregg Marzano 484-245-1018 or
Ray Starner 484-245-1017

2158 AVENUE C Well appointed two-story
office building located in LVIP 2. Easily
accessible for Rt 22 via the Airport Road
and Schoenersville Road exits. CAM and
Tax is billed separately and electric is
separately metered. CAM is estimated to
be approximately $4.25/SF and taxes are
estimated to be approximately $2.30/SF.
Call Tom Skeans, CCIM 484-245-1003 or
Amy Hawley, SIOR 484-245-1014

1417 CHEW ST Multi-tenant 2-story
neighborhood commercial property with
three retail units on 1st floor and 10,000 sf
warehouse on 2nd floor. All brick exterior
with steel beamed interior and cement
floors. Large freight elevator. Drive-in
parking. New front facade, roof, heating,
separate electric meters, refurbished
freight elevator.
Call Cindy Miller 484-245-1020 or
Tom Skeans, CCIM 484-245-1003

8020 MINE ST Optimum Visibility Along
I-78. Dual Tenant Building. Ample On-Site
Parking. Move-in Condition. Metal panel/
steel frame construction, partial second floor
of 3,025 sf, ground floor office area of 3,200
sf, warehouse area of 5,400 sf with a 20’
ceiling height. Real Estate Taxes: $19,853.72
Potential for partial tenant.
Call Amy Hawley, SIOR 484-245-1014 or
Michael Ciccone 484-245-1034

50 HILTON ST. 2,072 sf flex space with lots
of windows and 37,500 sf industrial space
available. Industrial neighborhood, within
1 mile of PA/NJ State Line and I-78 Exit.
Building is in Williams Township. Within 25
miles of PA Turnpike/Northeast ExtensionLehigh Valley Exit, Within 75 miles of New
York City, Within 70 Miles of Philadelphia.
Call Amy Hawley, SIOR 484-245-1014 or
Ethan Medgie 484-245-1015 or
Michael Ciccone Jr. 484-245-1034

2160 GOLDEN KEY RD Free-standing 1,980
SF building on land lease with 40 years
remaining on the lease. Building is ideal for
renovation as retail or other commercial use.
Lease terms negotiable. Total 3.8 acre lot
contains a 39-key Super 8 Motel and a new,
free-standing Dunkin Donuts.
Call Steve Wilson 484-245-1021

333 W. UNION ST. Two story, multi-tenant
flex building with atrium entrance in the
front. Office units for lease are ideal for a law
office, sales or marketing company, staffing
service, or other professional or commercial
use. The owner may consider a sale or saleleaseback to an owner/operator or investor.
Call Steve Wilson 484-245-1021 or
Ray Starner 484-245-1017

4921 CRACKERSPORT RD. ±39.95-acre
land parcel. Located just North of the
Lehigh Valley Thruway. Site contains
±10 net-usable acres with a proposed
±205,500 SF Industrial Park. The remaining
±29.95-acres contain significant wetlands.
IC-1 Zoning (Industrial/Commercial).
Call Amy Hawley, SIOR 484-245-1014
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Is the BTR Market Already Overheating?
By Kelsi Maree Borland

The build-to-rent sector has emerged as one of the
most sought-after investments in commercial real
estate, but the fervor might be contributing to an
erosion of fundamentals, according to Mark Wolf at
AHV Communities.
“Everything is build-to-rent these days. When we
talk about a sector that is getting overheated, it is
usually when those lines get blurred. You have $80
billion chasing a sector that is relatively new, and I
believe there is an erosion of fundamentals,” Wolf tells
GlobeSt.com. “Whenever there is an imbalance of
product seeking product, cap rates tend to compress
and valuation mechanisms go through the roof, but
investors also loosens it perimeters in an attempting
to deploy capital quicker.”
Location is the biggest challenge for BTR properties,
according to Wolf. To place capital and invest in this
market, some developers and investors are building
these communities 20 minutes to 40 minutes outside
of the city center, which Wolf says is too far. “I think that
is a high-risk proposition,” he says. “Right now, there is
a shortage of housing, but in a normal market, people
are going to be less inclined to rent those properties
if they can find something better located.”
AHV Communities is a firm believer in the buildto-rent space, but Wolf says that the company has
a specific definition of what that means. For AHV,
build-to-rent is a new contiguous community of
single-family homes that are managed, maintained,
amenitized and built for rent, and in terms of the
location, they are centrally located. “That is a new
concept. That is where build for rent came from,” says
Wolf, who explains that they have been using term
“build-to-rent” since 2014.

However, many investors have a much broader view of
the single-family rental market, which includes buy-torent (buying a portfolio of single-family homes to rent
out), vertical multifamily and build-to-rent communities in
undesirable locations. These broad definitions of the asset
class are contributing to destabilization. “We are this part
of the cycle where the poorly located projects are going to
see some headwinds,” says Wolf. “We are approaching the
overheated phase of the lifecycle in this very young asset
class.”
Although the market is getting overheated, Wolf remains
fundamentally bullish on the asset class, as long as the
investments are true to the core fundamentals of this sector.
“This asset class has another 10 or 20 year run,” he says.. “I
think this asset class is going to be here for a long time.”

Broker’s Perspective
Major local employers continue to encourage employees
to return to the office, and many have already begun
implementing their plans to do so. For those tenants in the
market, there is a flight to quality with most now considering
longer-term deals. That is a trend we’re seeing throughout
the region: as the office market normalizes, higher quality
spaces are seeing more lease-up and vacancy stabilization.
Philip M. Schenkel, Executive Vice PresidentAssociate Director Jones Lang LaSalle

ABOUT SVN | IMPERIAL REALTY
SVN | Imperial Realty is a full service commercial real estate company founded in 1976. SVN specializes in sales, leasing, consulting and
property management in Eastern PA. The company was formed to meet the needs of today’s Commercial Real Estate owners. We understand
that needs vary greatly and we customize our approach based on each client’s unique requirements. We are poised to meet the needs with the
speed and accuracy required in today’s ever changing business environment. We bring the benefits of over 120 years of combined professional
real estate experience. Our understanding of how real estate decisions impact your balance sheet and shareholder value will assist in making
decisions that are in line with your CRE strategy.
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